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After 25 years of service a planned upgrade to replace 
the original lighting with Energy efficient LED lighting was 
undertaken. Major issues had to be overcome, firstly the new 
cable required new containment, which for safety reasons 
has to be mounted on outer side of the bridge. Secondly 
the mounting of the basket could not interfere with the 
bridge structure. Thirdly, installation had to be done with the 
minimum of disruption to traffic flows.

The principle contractor approached Lasnek to provide a 
solution for both the containment and the supports. Lasnek 
proposed using the Axelent X-Tray 150 x 120 ‘G’  316 
stainless steel manufactured in 3 m lengths. To reduce 
installation time Lasnek designed a special bracket clamping 
the basket at 3 m intervals so not to damage any supports.

Supports and brackets over 6 km  

As the distance between supports was not always the same, 
the basket joint ‘moved’ relative to each bracket. Using  
the X5 bracket and the ability to have free location of joints 
relative to the bracket meant the loading specifications where 
always maintained.

Engineering solutions reduce the project costs

Using the Axelent X-Tray with the Lasnek brackets meant a 
team of only 2 persons where required to fit each of the  
2000 brackets, with a further team installing the basket in 
6 metre sections. All 6 km of X-Trays was installed over a 4 
week period during night time lane closures. With the principle 
contractor charged for lane closures the installation was 
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6 km of X-Tray Lights  
London’s Motorway Bridge
When the only motorway bridge spanning the River Thames was due an upgrade to energy 
saving LED lighting, Lasnek Ltd provided the perfect solution using Axelent G type trays.
   The Queen Elizabeth II river crossing is located 28 km East of down town London and 
links the M25 London orbital motorway. With approximately 185,000 vehicles crossing 
everyday, the 3 km suspension bridge is a major part of London’s transport infrastructure.
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completed a head of schedule due to the unique solution 
provided by Axelent and Lasnek. 
 
Neil Boyd, Sales Director at Lasnek Ltd:

”It was clear from seeing the original drawings that the 
proposed inferior basket solution was both impractical, 
time consuming and ultimately costly. By introducing the 
superior Axelent X-Tray, while demonstrating it exceeded 
all the design specifications, provided the perfect solution 
to a major containment problem. While the innovative 
Lasnek bracket, fast delivery, coordinated logistics and 
reduced costs impressed the contractor, the end client 
was equally as impressed at both the final result and the 
efficiency of the Axelent / Lasnek partnership”

» Read more about our X-Tray products at  
axelent.se/x-tray

Facts | Lasnek Ltd
Lasnek is one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of 
stainless steel cable management systems. 
 
Supplying some of the world’s leading brands, Lasnek 
has gained an enviable reputation for a range of  
high quality fabrications and the experience to provide 
cable management solutions for any application. 

» lasnek.co.uk
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